Whole Book Questions

Part 1: Choose the best answer for each question. Write the letter on the line.

1. _______ What was the first symptom of Henry's Chocolate Fever?
   a. spots on his arm
   b. a stomachache
   c. a fever
   d. a headache

2. _______ What did everyone seem to smell in the air around Henry?
   a. flowers
   b. chocolate

5. _______ Who was the other little boy that had Chocolate Fever?
   a. Alfred Cane
   b. Henry’s father
   c. Mac
   d. Dr. Fargo
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Part 2: Tell whether each sentence is true or false. Write true or false on each line.

6. ______________________ Mac cured Henry’s Chocolate Fever.

7. ______________________ Henry's parents let him eat as much chocolate as he wanted.

Part 3: Match each character to the correct description. Write the letter for each answer on the line

11. ______ Henry       a. knew vanilla pills were part of the cure for Chocolate Fever
12. ______ Mac         b. remained calm when Henry starting getting symptoms of Chocolate Fever
13. ______ Sugar Cane  c. unintentionally saved them from the robbers
14. ______ Dr. Fargo   d. diagnosed Henry
15. ______ Nurse Farthing e. drove a candy truck
Part 1: Choose the best answer for each question. Write the letter on the line.

1. a What was the first symptom of Henry's Chocolate Fever?
   a. spots on his arm  b. a stomachache  c. a fever  d. a headache

2. b What did everyone seem to smell in the air around Henry?
   a. flowers  b. chocolate  c. sickness  d. dinner

3. c In the hospital, what did Henry do after he found out about his disease?
   a. ate chocolate  b. cried  c. ran away  d. fainted

4. c In the beginning of Chapter 9 what happened to Mac and Henry?
   a. They ran out of gas.  b. They found Henry's parents.  c. They were robbed.  d. Mac got Henry's disease.

5. a Who was the other little boy that had Chocolate Fever?
   a. Alfred Cane  b. Henry's father  c. Mac  d. Dr. Fargo
Part 2: Tell whether each sentence is true or false. Write true or false on each line.

6. false  Mac cured Henry’s Chocolate Fever.

15. b  Nurse Farthing  e. drove a candy truck